Summary Background/Objective: Osteoarthritis is a common chronic disease of the joints characterised by the degeneration of articular cartilages and subchondral bone. The most common diagnostic imaging used clinically is X-ray; however, it cannot directly image cartilage. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is well suited for cartilage imaging, but it requires costly and lengthy scans. For preclinical work, microcomputed tomography provides high spatial resolution and contrast for bone, however, its standard application is not well suited for cartilage imaging. Methods: We performed a preliminary investigation into the use of dual-energy X-ray microscopy (XRM) for cartilage imaging and analysis of a rabbit knee, and compared it to the MRI results from 9.4 T and 1.0 T small-animal scanners. Results: The XRM images offer a higher image resolution (w25 mm nominal isotropic resolution) compared with the MRI (50e86 mm in plane, and 250 mm slice thickness). The cartilage-thickness measurements using the dual-energy XRM are on average 3.8% (femur) and 5.1% (tibia) thicker estimates than the 9.4 T MRI results. The cartilage-thickness measurements using the 1.0 T MRI are on average 10.9% (femur) and 2.3% (tibia) thinner estimates than the 9.4 T MRI results. Conclusion: Our results suggest that the dual-energy XRM for articular-cartilage analysis is feasible and comparable to the MRI. This technology will provide good support for highresolution animal-osteoarthritis studies, and in the future, it may be possible to apply dual energy in a clinical setting.
Introduction
Bone and joint diseases are leading causes of disability worldwide. Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common chronic disease of the joints resulting in pain, stiffness, and disability. OA affected 13.9% of adults (25þ years old) and 33.6% of elders (65þ years old) in the United States in 2005 [1] . Particularly, knee OA affects 37.4% of elders (60þ years old) in the United States during 1991e1994, and it is a major cause of mobility impairment [2] . The Canadian OA healthcare expenditure is estimated $27.5 billion in 2010, and projected to rise to $1455.5 billion in 2040 [3] . Currently, there is no cure for OA. Characterised by degeneration of articular cartilage and changes in subchondral bone and other soft-tissue structures, anatomic OA changes may occur earlier than OA symptoms [4, 5] . The accurate and sensitive imaging of articular cartilage and subchondral bone is a likely key to an early diagnosis, and for tracking the disease progression and assessing treatments for OA.
There are currently no three-dimensional (3D) techniques available to image cartilage clinically that are based on using X-rays. Radiography is routinely used for assessing joint-space loss, subchondral sclerosis, subchondral cyst formation, and marginal osteophyte formation in OA, but not the articular cartilage itself [6] , and thus, limits the sensitivity to make early diagnoses of OA. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the predominant imaging modality for visualising soft tissue, and there is a significant body of work that has been published using clinical or preclinical, low-field or high-field MRI for quantitative articularcartilage measurements (volume, thickness, and even composition) [7e13] with validation using histology [14] . MRI is well suited for cartilage imaging and results in no radiation exposure, but it requires costly and lengthy scans at a limited image resolution relative to the cartilage thickness, is not well suited for bones, and is challenging for patients with metallic implants. There is a need for complementary or alternative diagnostic-imaging methods for early OA.
Both clinical [15] and preclinical [16] microcomputed tomography (CT) can provide high spatial resolution and contrast for bones, and are relatively fast and inexpensive; however, in their standard application, they are not well suited for cartilage imaging. Contrast agents can be used to enhance the visualisation of articular cartilage in preclinical settings [17] , but ideally are avoided. There is a need for new quantitative-analysis methods to be developed for X-ray imaging of articular cartilage, and doing so would lead to a promising diagnostic tool for early OA detection.
This study provided a preliminary investigation into using a novel dual-energy imaging technology in X-ray microscopy (XRM) for knee-cartilage analysis in a preclinical smallanimal model. XRM is distinct from the traditional micro-CT because it combines both geometric magnification and optical objectives of microscopy to achieve higher (submicrometer) spatial resolution at a relatively longer (w50 mm) working distance. The enabling technology of dual-energy imaging for soft tissues is based on different tissue responses on X-ray attenuation to energy-spectrum changes. Specifically, cartilage morphology and thickness measurements were analysed in a normal knee joint of a rabbit model using a 9.4 T small-animal MRI scanner (Magnex Scientific, Yarnton, UK) as a gold standard for XRM measurements. A dual-energy imaging analysis was performed on the same sample using the latest-generation preclinical XRM scanner (Versa 520; Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy, Pleasanton, CA, USA). In comparison, the imaging capacity of a newly installed 1.0 T compact MRI desktop system (ICON M2; Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) was also explored, as it offers similar advantages as XRM due to it being a desktop technology, albeit at a lower resolution. Our aim was to explore the utility of dual-energy imaging for cartilage assessment. The advantage of XRM is that it can simultaneously capture subchondral-bone measurements (density and microstructure) along with the articular cartilage. We hope that, by developing dual-energy procedures in a preclinical model, we can eventually translate our findings to clinical applications with clinical CT scanners in the future. The analysis of articular cartilage using X-ray techniques, both preclinically and clinically, will be valuable tools for translational research in the area of OA.
Materials and methods

Specimens
One knee joint (left knee) was excised from a 7-month-old, normal rabbit immediately after euthanasia at the animal centre following the approved University of Calgary ethics protocol #AC11-0039. The fresh knee joint was preserved in 10% neutral-buffered formalin. Before the imaging experiments, the distal femur and proximal tibia were surgically separated while keeping the articular cartilage intact.
T MRI
The rabbit femur and tibia were immersed in Fluorinert FC-770 buffer (3M Electronics, St. Paul, MN, USA) and sealed in centrifuge tubes to maintain sample moisture without introducing signal to the MRI. The 9.4 T MRI scanner ( Figure 1D ) is equipped with a 21-cm horizontal bore, a Bruker gradient (BGA12S, 720 mT/m), and a Bruker console (AVANCE II, running the ParaVision software). The sample was secured in a birdcage radio-frequency coil (35-mmdiameter quadrature volume coil) and scout scanned transversely, coronally, and sagittally to cover the full size of each bone. The data collection was performed on the sagittal plane ( Figure 1A ), which would provide a precise measurement of the articular cartilage. To achieve high vibration stability and high pixel resolution (50 mm) in the sagittal plane, 16 scans of five slices each (250 mm slice thickness) were sequentially performed back to back using two-dimensional (2D) gradient-echo fast-low-angle-shot sequence (6.034-millisecond echo time, 125-millisecond repetition time, and 30 flip angle). This sequence was optimal for the visualisation of the articular cartilage in our settings. With six images averaged for each slice, the total image set of 512 pixels Â 512 pixels Â 80 pixels covering 2.56 cm Â 2.56 cm Â 2.00 cm, a full size of the sample, took 1 hour and 42 minutes of scan time for each of the femur and tibia.
The rabbit femur and tibia were wrapped with watersoaked paper tissue around the bone shaft, sealed by a plastic wrap, and secured in the chamber of the device. The 1.0 T MRI scanner ( Figure 1E ) is equipped with a horizontal bore, a Bruker gradient (450 mT/m), and a Bruker console (digital radio-frequency AVANCE III, running the ParaVision software). The sample was scout scanned transversely, coronally, and sagittally to cover the full size of each bone, and the data collection was performed on the sagittal plane ( Figure 1B ). To achieve magnetic-field stability and an optimal pixel resolution in the sagittal plane (80.1 mm for femur and 85.9 mm for tibia), four scans of 20 slices each (250 mm slice thickness) were sequentially performed back to back using a 2D gradient-echo fast-lowangle-shot sequence (8-millisecond echo time, 1000-millisecond repetition time, 80 flip angle at 15 kHz main bandwidth, and 1.34 resolution encoding partial Fourier transform and 63 partial Fourier transform overscans). To achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio, two sets of full sample scan were performed with 40 images averaged for each slice of each scan. The total image set of 256 pixels Â 256 pixels Â 80 pixels covering 2.05 cm Â 2.05 cm Â 2.00 cm (femur) or 2.20 cm Â 2.20 cm Â 2.00 cm (tibia), a full size of the sample, took 22 hours and 45 minutes for each of the femur and tibia.
Dual-energy XRM
The rabbit femur and tibia were sealed in centrifuge tubes with phosphate-buffered saline solution soaking the bone shaft. The XRM scanner ( Figure 1F ) is a preclinical samplerotating system providing large working distance, adjustable energy range, switchable optical objectives, and automatic X-ray filter change. Both low-energy (40 kVp voltage, 3 W power, and no extra filter) and high-energy (150 kVp voltage, 10 W power with a custom filter) XRM scans were performed on the same sample sequentially using the 0.4Â objective, which is sensitive to high-energy photons. To achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio, 2501 projections were collected per rotation with each single projection exposure time of 3 seconds for low energy and 1.5 seconds for high energy. The two sets of raw data of 1004 pixels Â 1024 pixels Â 1004 pixels with a nominal isotropic resolution of 22.3 mm (femur) and 25.1 mm (tibia) took approximately 6 hours of scanning time for each of the femur and tibia.
Data analysis
The MRI data sets were imported into the Fiji imageprocessing software [18] (http://fiji.sc/Fiji; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) and organised into 3D data sets. For repeated scans from the 1.0 T MRI data, 2D rigid image registration was performed using a Fiji plugin (Register Virtual Stack Slices [19] ) and a custom developed script (Jython version 2.7, www.jython.org [20] , Python Software Foundation) for automatic image registration and image averaging for the whole data sets.
Both high-and low-energy XRM data were loaded into software for image registration and dual-energy analysis (Dual-Scan Contrast Visualizer [21] ; Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy). In its intensity 2D histogram (Figure 2 ), which tends to converge pixels of similar material and density due to similar intensity variation, the soft-tissue cluster that included the cartilage was separated (green line) from the bone cluster and air cluster, and was enhanced in the final data set. Because the dual-energy XRM data were collected with slices in the transversal plane, the data were transformed to sagittal-plane slices ( Figure 1C ) to facilitate segmentation of the articular cartilage.
The MRI data and the dual-energy XRM data were imported into the image-processing-language image-analysis software (SCANCO Medical, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) for semi-automated cartilage segmentation performed in the sagittal-plane slices using the snakes algorithm [22] (setting inner to 500 and outer to 155 for the MRI, and 100 for the dual-energy data). For the MRI data, the nonisotropic 3D data set was scaled to the isotropic 3D data set for the cartilage analysis.
The thickness of the cartilage after segmentation was calculated based on a distance-transformation method over the articular surfaces [23] . The visualisation of the thickness maps using a pseudocolour scale enabled the qualitative comparison of cartilage morphology and thickness distribution amongst the data sets produced by the three imaging modalities, and a quantitative analysis was performed on the mean value and standard deviation of the total cartilage thickness, as well as the total volume of the measured cartilage tissue.
Results
The cartilage-thickness maps of the rabbit femur ( Figure 3 ) and tibia (Figure 4) clearly exhibited a high consistency in cartilage morphology amongst the three imaging modalities, and a greater image resolution of the dual-energy XRM (22.3 mm and 25.1 mm nominal isotropic voxel size for the femur and tibia, respectively) compared with the MRI (50.0 mm, 80.1 mm, and 85.9 mm in-plane, and 250 mm slice thickness).
To test the reproducibility of the dual-energy XRM analysis, the same rabbit femur was repositioned in the centrifuge tube, underwent the same scanning and postprocessing procedures, and produced cartilage-thickness maps, as shown in Figure 5A . Their difference map of cartilage thickness ( Figure 5B ) from the original scan ( Figure 3C ) was obtained after performing 3D imaging registration using the image-processing-language imageanalysis software (SCANCO Medical). The voxel of exact match (0-mm-thickness difference) is shown in greeneyellow colour, as noted in the colour bar. The average thickness difference is 1.0 mm with a standard deviation of 123.2 mm.
A summary of the quantitative data (Table 1) shows that the mean cartilage-thickness measurements using the dualenergy XRM are 329-mm thick at the femur and 509-mm thick at the tibia. These results are 3.8% (femur) and 5.1% (tibia) thicker than the 9.4 T MRI results. The absolute thickness differences of 12.2 mm (femur) and 24.9 mm (tibia) are no more than one pixel size from the XRM. The mean cartilagethickness measurements using the 1.0 T MRI are 10.9% (femur) and 2.3% (tibia) thinner than the 9.4 T MRI results. The absolute thickness differences of 34.6 mm (femur) and 11.2 mm (tibia) are less than one pixel size from the 1.0 T MRI.
Discussion
We have explored three imaging modalities aimed at measuring articular cartilage in a rabbit knee. Notably, the dual-energy XRM data were able to isolate the cartilage soft tissue from the femur and tibia scans, and provided comparable quantitative measurements to the MRI.
There are many factors that can influence our cartilagethickness measurements. The differences between the 9.4 T MRI and the dual-energy XRM come in part from the challenge of selecting an appropriate threshold to enable the cartilage segmentation. The selection of a threshold was done qualitatively for this preliminary study; however, a more rigorous approach will need to be developed for the future. A possible option is to use the MRI as a gold standard against which an appropriate threshold can be selected for the dual-energy XRM based on the optimal matching of thickness maps. Another challenge in our study is that the MRI inert buffer Fluorinert FC-770 adds no signal to the MRI, whereas extra surface moisture of the cartilage can be picked up as soft tissue in the XRM measurements. It was challenging to keep the surface moisture level the same for the three specimen wrappings in the three systems, particularly due to the differences in scan time. For example, the scan time of the 1.0 T MRI was >22 hours, whereas the scan time of the 9.4 T MRI was <2 hours. In short, although we recognise that thickness differences are affected by many factors for the three imaging modalities explored, the overall level of agreement was good. The repeated measure of the femur showed that the dual-energy XRM provided a reproducible analysis, and the agreement for the cartilage-thickness mean is 99%, including the effects of the semiautomated cartilagesegmentation process, and thus, the different total cartilage volume.
The desktop 1.0 T MRI scanner provided comparable measurements to those performed on the 9.4 T MRI, albeit with a much longer scan time. Although the 9.4 T MRI is still preferred due to its superior image resolution and shorter scan time, it is encouraging that a compact desktop system could provide a good estimation of cartilage thickness. The 1.0 T MRI appears to be a useful technology for preclinical imaging and a reasonable alternative when a 9.4 T MRI is not available.
Besides radiation exposure, one of the limitations of the dual-energy XRM is that it is not straightforward to distinguish between soft tissues, including cartilage, meniscus, and ligament. These tissues' X-ray absorption coefficients are close, and adjacent tissues of similar types are not evident in the 2D histogram plot, particularly if the volume of that tissue type in an image slice is not substantial. This might be solved by referring to a histogram combining the total volume rather than by slice, and will be explored in the future. We showed the dual-energy XRM provided a good estimate of cartilage thickness, and we intend to explore other features of our XRM scanner, particularly the use of phase-contrast imaging that would distinguish boundaries of different soft-tissue types, such as cartilage, meniscus, and synovial fluid. This potentially would further extend our abilities for preclinical measurement of articular cartilage.
A limitation of this study was that the knee joint was not assessed intact, but instead, the femur and tibia were Figure 3 Cartilage morphology and thickness maps (colour bar) of a rabbit femur in two views by (A) 9.4 T magnetic-resonance imaging, (B) 1.0 T magnetic-resonance imaging, and (C) dual-energy X-ray-microscopy analysis. MRI Z magnetic-resonance imaging; XRM Z X-ray microscopy. Figure 4 Cartilage morphology and thickness maps (colour bar) of a rabbit tibia in two views by (A) 9.4 T magnetic-resonance imaging, (B) 1.0 T magnetic-resonance imaging, and (C) dual-energy X-ray-microscopy analysis. MRI Z magnetic-resonance imaging; XRM Z X-ray microscopy.
excised from the joint. The moisture surrounding the articular surfaces in our scanning protocol somewhat simulates the intact joint in terms of the challenge of measuring cartilage thickness, however, further studies are needed using intact joints. In addition, we would like to perform these comparisons on a variety of joints, and test the limits of preclinical imaging on different animal models from small (e.g., mouse) to large (e.g., dog).
The major advantage of using the dual-energy XRM is that it is ideal for measuring hard tissue, such as subchondral bone, as well as soft tissue, such as cartilage, all simultaneously with the same system. This will lead to robust and reproducible results on the dual-energy XRM, which we will validate on a range of sample sizes in the near future. We have recently purchased a dual-energy clinical CT scanner that we intend to use to explore the use of cartilage measurements in a clinical setting. Having a range of preclinical to clinical methodologies for cartilagethickness measurements will be useful in the field of OA research in the future.
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